
THANK YOU!

A  thank you for taking part in the Big Seaweed Search. 


Your surveys are essential in mapping seaweed distribution around the UK. The results can be used to understand 
the impact of climate change, such as sea temperature rise and ocean acidification, as well as tracking non-native 
seaweeds in UK waters. By working together, here’s what you found this year: 

HUGE

Total number of seaweeds observed: 687

What did you discover?
There are 14 seaweeds to keep an eye out for. This map shows how many 
seaweeds were found at each site around the UK, and the number of 
surveys at each site. Use our interactive map to explore the data further.  


160 surveys completed

587 total searchers

553 hours of time given

Annual Report June 2021 - May 2022

Using your findings

So that your findings can be used for scientific research, our seaweed expert, Professor Juliet Brodie, confirms 
what you find using your photographs. Once confirmed, your sightings go into a database, where they are used to 
investigate the effects of climate change on our oceans. Some records used in this report are still in the process 
of being verified by experts.

Big Seaweed Searchers
We’re excited by the number of surveys that have 
taken place around the UK. Check out the map to 
see if you could be the first to submit a survey 
where you are. There’s still lots to be discovered 
in areas like Northern Ireland and Wales, where 
fewer surveys have been carried out.


If you enjoyed your Big Seaweed Search, why not 
revisit your shore in a few months to see if you 
can find any new species. Seaweed searching in 
the same place at least twice a year can give us 
an even better insight into any environmental 
changes recorded.


https://bigseaweedsearch.org/explore


18.2% of all sightings were , the most commonly found species. Serrated Wrack

The Seaweed 
Red List

With environmental change, 
impacts from harvesting and 
an increase in the number of 
non-native species, there has 
never been a bigger need to 
conserve seaweed in the UK.


Since 2016, 1007 records, 
collected by Big Seaweed 
searchers, have been used to 
help assess the status of 
British seaweeds and decide 
which are at risk of decline 
and most in need of 
protection.



Big Seaweed Search Week 23-31 July 2022



Join us from Saturday 23rd to Sunday 31st July 2022 for a week of events! It’s the perfect time to head to the 
beach, improve your seaweed ID skills, or even try your first seaweed search. We’re hosting events around the 
country and online too. Keep an eye on our website for details: Big Seaweed Search Events



Seaweed searching abroad


Your work has inspired seaweed searchers further afield. This year, the Natural History Museum helped to 
establish a Big Seaweed Search in the Falkland Islands, where people are looking for 12 species found around 
their coast. South Georgia and Mexico are also in the process of establishing seaweed search projects to 
investigate the species found in local seas. 


Did you know...

Seaweeds are ocean superheroes. 
They protect our coastline, provide 
habitats and food for marine animals 
and have hundreds of uses for 
humans including cosmetics, biofuel 
and fertiliser. Seaweeds even 
produce more oxygen than the trees 
on land!


Seaweeds have lots of weird and 
wonderful uses. Some scientists 
have even worked out how to extract 
cellulose from fast growing seaweed 
species to make sustainable plastic 
alternatives. Pretty cool!

Serrated Wrack 18.2%


Bladder Wrack 16.6%


Coral Weeds 11.8%


Spiral Wrack 11.1%


Calcified Crusts 11.1%


Knotted Wrack 8.4%


Channelled Wrack 7.4%


Wireweed 5.1%


Sugar Kelp 3.9%


Thongweed 2.8%


 Dabberlocks 1.2%


Harpoon Weed 2.0%


Bonnemaison’s Hook Weed 0.4%


Wakame 0%
 Most Seaweeds 
Recorded

Caitline Street recorded an 
impressive 41 seaweeds over 
14 surveys. Here’s one of her 
photos of Sugar Kelp.

Well done Caitline!

Students enjoying a day of 
seaweed searching on Caswell 
Bay, Swansea, where they 
recorded 6 seaweed species as 
part of the Atlantic College 
Ocean Systems Project Week.

Our Seaweed Searchers

Sugar 
Kelp

Group Searches

https://www.mcsuk.org/news/get-seaweed-search-ready-with-our-new-events/
https://falklandsconservation.com/bigseaweedsearch/
https://www.darwininitiative.org.uk/project/DPLUS122/
https://naturalhistorymuseum.blog/2022/06/10/introducing-big-seaweed-search-mexico-community-science/

